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Talk Talk Flow:
• Background: What is Open Innovation?
• What exists Vs. What is missing
• Various Paradigms: From the dynamic and static
point of view
• Case Studies
• University Eco System
• Conclusion & Future directions
• Editorial Consulting

Innovation
”An innovation is something original,
new, and important - in whatever field that breaks into (or obtains a foothold in)
a market or society”*

Innovation Vs. Invention

We Know Innovation is Important
"The most successful organizations cocreate products and services with
customers, and integrate customers into
core processes." IBM CEO Survey
"We need diversity of thought in the world
to face the new challenges," Tim Berners-Lee
"When the rate of change outside an
organization is greater than the change
inside, the end is near” Jack Welch
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Open Innovation: Definition
• Originally coined by Henry Chesbrough: The
use of internal and external knowledge to
accelerate internal innovation and expand
markets for external use of innovation.
• It stresses the importance of value creation
and hence Business Models rather than
Technology alone. It now refers to a way of
scouting for such ideas/technologies.
Formal Definition: The sourcing, integration &
development of product & business system
innovations
through
win-win
external
partnerships to capture maximum commercial
value for R&D investment

Open innovation
• Open innovation is the use of
purposive inflows and outflows of
knowledge to accelerate internal
innovation, and expand the
markets for external use of
innovation, respectively. [This
paradigm] assumes that firms
can and should use external
ideas as well as internal ideas,
and internal and external paths to
market, as they look to advance
their technology.”

From Henry Chesbrough: Open Innovation: The new
imperative for creating and profiting from technology.
Boston: Harvard Business School Press

Logic of Open innovation
•Good ideas are widely distributed today; no one has monopoly
•First to discover is neither sufficient nor necessary for commercial
success
•A better business model beats a better technology
•IP is a perishable asset: customer or markets don’t wait

open access to own technologies
outsourced R&D
technology only
technical invention
commercial innovation
new ventures
partnerships only
cutting research costs

strategic IPR management
strategic R&D
both technology and business model
commercial innovation
win-win partnership
core product development process
innovation ecosystem building
improving R&D ROI

Source: Henry Chesbrough: Japan International Patent Licensing Seminar

Innovation Process - Innovation Funnel
Empirical study

Innovations acts as a competitive advantage

Closed Vs. Open Innovation

Closed Vs. Open Innovation

Closed Vs. Open Innovation

Open innovation business aspects
Areas of interest of open innovation

Build an Innovation Network
Focus Areas

Resources

Business
Objectives

Employees

Boundary
Conditions
Strategic
Platforms
Wicked
Problems
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Innovation
Programs
1
2
3

Market/Trend
Watchers & Experts

Etc.

Marketplaces

Customers
Partners/Supplies

Tech/Business
Media, Analytics

Open Innovation Focus
Business Focus
Business
Model
Innovation

Avoid – not
for novices.

Products,
Services,
& Markets

Yes – start with
one target.

Process
Innovation

Avoid – will
draw little
interest or
results
Novice
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Avoid – not for
the average
organization

Yes – include
multiple targets.
Avoid – will
draw little
interest or
results
Competent

Yes – engage
key participants
and mine the
social Web.
Yes – include all
targets, &
participants.
Mine the social
Web.
Yes – if potential
savings are
high; engage
experts and key
partners.
Expert

Expertise in Open Innovation

Innovation Networks can Contribute to Every
Stage of an Enterprise's Innovation Process
Innovation Need
Phase: Generate Ideas

Techniques

Examples

Concepts & ideas

Source to communities

Netflix crowd sourcing

Components

Acquire from idea markets

yet2.com

Patterns

Web-based pattern seeking

Social network analysis

Phase: Evaluate & Select ideas
Prototyping

Acquire prototypes; scale up

P&G entrepreneur network

Comment, extend

Participants review, rank

Lego User Group

Rank, vote, select

Use prediction markets

Intrade Prediction Markets

Phase: Develop & Implement
Co-develop

Partner to develop

Co-research on Alzheimers

Outsource

Source full development

InnoCentive challenges

Source key components

TopCoder ESPN Challenge

License IP to others License solution/components
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Xerox PARC

Know the Sources of Innovation

Global
U.S. only
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Economist Intelligence Unit and Grant Thornton survey of Business Exec, June 2010
"Innovation: The Key to Future Success?" Global results shown here.

Open Innovation Enabled by Social Apps
Scope of
Participation
Develop

Social Applications
§ Idea Generation
§ Crowdsourcing
§ Idea Markets

Evaluate/
Select
(comment,
rank & vote)

§ Prediction Markets
§ Challenge Events
§ Co-Design
§ Co-Development

Contribute
Ideas

§ Open Innovation Networks
§ … more
Internal
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Experts

Participants

External

In the "Landscape" of Innovation,
Governments are not Well-placed
Direct and
compelling

Impetus
for
Change
Limited or
diffused

Some
Flowers
Bloom

Fertile Fields
for Innovation

Monopoly
organizations

Competitive
commercial
organizations

Governments
Barren
Ground for
Innovation
Risk averse

Many
Seedlings

Risk taking

Attitude to Risk
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IT Leadership
challenge:
To initiate and lead
innovative change
in an unreceptive
environment

Does the Innovation approach match
the IT Organization's Positioning?
Business: Leader/Risk Taker/Change

Expected IT
Role:
Tactical/Utility

The Butler
Serve the business

The Entrepreneur
Co-own the future

"IT provides support
services but is not
strategically important"

"IT is a vital
component of our
business model"

The Grinder
Do as the business says

The Team Player
Formally collaborate

"IT is a cost of
doing business"
Usual Range
for Government IT
Organizations
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"We depend on IT
systems in our
business, so we give
it as much time as
we can afford"

Business: Follower/Risk-Averse/Mature

Expected
IT Role:
Strategic/Transform

Ability to Execute is Critical to Maintain
Participation
Management
• Key Managers capable of
launching new business
endeavors
• Strong innovation portfolio
governance

Organizational
Integration
• High performing workplace
• High project execution
capabilities
• Mass collaboration and social
networking literacy
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Market Awareness
• Real-time market awareness
• Active ability to sense,
analyze and respond to
trends

Processes
• Rapid prototyping and
experimentation to support
fail or succeed fast

Ideation: Best Practices and Pitfalls

C Leadership creates
C
C
C
C
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clear imperatives for
the need to change;
Focus on all
dimensions of
innovation;
Cultivator: Build out/on
ideas;
Evaluate both evolution
ideas and revolution
ideas;
Dot on the horizon:
Constantly on the
lookout for changes.

D Leadership fails to set the
D
D
D
D

stage for the need to
change;
Limit efforts to R&D (new
Products & Services);
Gunslinger: settle on the
first good idea;
Neglect new opportunities
by selecting evolution
ideas only;
Tunnel vision: Ignore
internal or external
changes

Innovation Maturity Curve
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University Eco System
• Review of scientific bibliography to analyze the main
dimensions of open innovation.
• Build semi-structured interviews questions.
• Adapting multi-case nested experimental design.
“An empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context; when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not
clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of
evidence are used”*

Study Outcomes
What delays innovation?
• Absence of leadership
• Lack of interest
• Extreme Inbound open innovation
• Mistrust
What foster innovation?
• Entrepreneurship spirit
• Mixing the clusters
• Monitoring the dwarfs
• Active government and Universities activities

Research Questions
• Modeling open innovation
constitutional functions and
Static and dynamic view of
variables
open innovation.

• Explore Open innovation
Business Phenomena

Open Innovation- New Technology
Industry Scenario
• The ‘What’, ‘How’ ‘Who’ paradigm..
• In Industry, the ‘What’ is determined by
the business opportunity.
• Based on this, the technical challenge
is identified – the ‘How’.
• Identification of the persons with the
appropriate skills and competencies
constitutes ‘Who’.

Open Innovation- New Technology

What

How
Who

Open Innovation- New Technology
Academic Scenario
• In Academia the process begins with ‘Who’.
• Based on his or her skills (How), the problem

(What) is identified.
Who
How
What

Industry-Academia Hand shaking Mode
Who

What

How
Who

How

What

The main sources of Open Innovation

Product
Innovation

Business
System
Innovation

Creation of the iPod: 6 months
A benchmark of openness and speed

IBM’s Innovation Ecosystem

8908153111

IBM must focus on the pull for innovation, not merely the push of invention. […] IBM’s success will come from
emerging “innovation ecosystems” and its ability to apply its inventions — as well as inventions
from others — to produce innovative offerings that solve clients’ pressing needs - Sam Palmisano, CEO

Source: IBM Presentation at US Russia Technology Symposium at Stanford University 2004 http://usrts.stanford.edu/

Anjney Midha: In 2012, Anjney was named the
youngest Google Policy Fellow, and in 2014,
organized the first Stanford Cryptofolks summit for
applied cryptography.

Anjney Midha joined Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers in 2014 and focuses on
consumer internet investments, while working closely with the portfolio on data
science and analytics.
Anjney joined KPCB from First Round Capital’s Dorm Room Fund (DRF), where he
was a Managing Partner. While at DRF, Anjney focused on the fund’s investments
into computer vision and internet technologies.
His prior experience includes technology mergers and acquisitions at Lazard Freres
& Co., and computational research on large scale social graphs at the Stanford
Graduate School of Business.
Anjney pursued undergraduate and graduate coursework at Stanford. He is on the
advisory council of Bayes Impact, a non-profit that combines data scientists with
social projects, and serves on the Architecture and Design committee of the SF
MOMA. He is also a Young Associate at the Stanford Institute of Economic Policy
Research (SIEPR).

WhatsApp
•

•

•

WhatsApp Messenger is an instant messaging app for smartphones that
operates under a subscription business model. The proprietary, cross-platform
app enables users of select feature phones to use the Internet to
communicate. In addition to text messaging, WhatsApp can be used to send
images, video, and audio media messages. Locations can also be shared
through the use of integrated mapping features.
WhatsApp Inc. was founded in 2009 by Brian Acton and Jan Koum, both
former employees of Yahoo!. The company is based in Mountain View,
California and employs 55 people. It is in the process of takeover after
Facebook announced its acquisition of WhatsApp Inc. on February 19, 2014,
for US$19 billion.
In October 2014, WhatsApp was the most globally popular messaging app with
more than 600 million active users, with India alone boasting a user base of
more than 70 million,[7] followed by China's WeChat (468 million active users),
Viber (209 million active users), and Japan's LINE (170 million active users). In
January 2015 it reported surpassing 700 million users.

Open Innovation System Dynamics

R1

Researched
Ideas

R2

Developed
ideas

R3

Commercialized
ideas

R4

Successful
product

R1: Rate of introducing new ideas into the firm
R2: Rate of developing ideas
R3: Rate of commercializing and marketing the idea
R4: Adoption rate

Introducing new ideas into the firm
Organizational
difference

Knowledge
compatibility factor

+
Establish external
knowledge network
+

Knowledge
outdate rate

+
External Knowledge
network partners
-

+

Researched
Ideas

+ R1 +
Knowledge
Absorption+
+

Level
of trust
+
+

Successful
product

New internal
knowledge creation
+

+
Investments

Resources
+

+

Knowledge Assets

Company
absorption
+
capacity +
Openess

+
Learning
willingness

Learning capacity

The Android Case – Open Source

Where Current Players Exists?
N
Number of collaborating actors

Internal cross-functional
collaboration

Mass collaboration

R&D Alliance

Internal R&D

2
Outside

Inside
Locus of innovation process

General Findings
• Open Innovation is a must for firms to survive in
existing ICT ecosystem.
• Trust and behavioral aspects are important in
collaborative environment.
• There is an intersection between the different factors
affecting the innovation process.
• The strategy of a firm needs to change rapidly with
open innovation.
• Mass Collaboration is challenging and differentiating.

Editorial Activities of Prof. Srikanta Patnaik
& Various publishing Outlets
International Journal of Information and Communication Technology
(www.inderscience.com/ijict )
International Journal of Computational Vision and Robotics
www.inderscience.com/ijcvr
Springer Book Series on Modeling and Optimization in Science and Technology
[MOST] (www.springer.com/series/10577)
Advances in Medical Technologies and Clinical Practice (AMTCP)
(http://www.igi-global.com/book-series/advances-medical-technologies-clinicalpractice/73682)
Advances in Computer and Electrical Engineering (ACEE)
(http://www.igi-global.com/book-series/advances-computer-electricalengineering-acee/73675)
Books Authored and Edited from Springer

International Journal of Information and
Communication Technology
IJICT is a refereed journal in the field of information and communication
technology (ICT), providing an international forum for professionals,
engineers and researchers. IJICT reports the new paradigms in this
emerging field of technology and envisions the future developments in
the frontier areas. The journal addresses issues for the vertical and
horizontal applications in this area.
ObjectivesTo recognise the tremendous growth in the core field and application
areas of ICT. Further, to provide a forum for the exchange ideas on the emerging
areas and to bring together technologists, application developers, researchers from
industries, academic institutions and R&D laboratories.
ReadershipIJICT provides a forum to help professionals, academics, researchers
and policy makers, working in the field of information and communication technology,
to disseminate information and to learn from each other's work.
ContentsIJICT is a referred international journal publishing original and review
papers and case studies. Special Issues devoted to important topics in the areas of
information and communication technology will also be published periodically.

International Journal of Computational Vision
and Robotics
Objectives: IJCVR aims to provide an international forum for all
scientists and engineers engaged in research and development activities
in the field of machine vision, robotics, cognition and perception. IJCVR
publishes various articles comprising of innovations, comparisons,
extensions and new applications.
Readership: IJCVR offers a forum to help academics, researchers, R&D
personnel, consultants and manufacturers in the field of computer vision,
robotics and intelligent systems to disseminate information and to learn
from each other's work.
Contents: IJCVR reports various intelligent and soft computing
techniques in the areas of image processing and pattern recognition. This
also encourages the researchers to integrate various techniques of
computer vision with robotics, image understanding and cognitive
science. Special Issues devoted to important topics in the areas image
processing, pattern recognition, machine vision and image understanding
will also be published periodically.

Book Series Association
• Advances in Medical Technologies
and Clinical Practice (AMTCP)

Series Editor(s): Srikanta Patnaik (SOA University,
India) and Priti Das (S.C.B. Medical College, India)
7 Volumes. ISSN: 2327-9354, EISSN: 2327-9370

Book Series Association
• Advances in Computer and Electrical
Engineering (ACEE)

Series Editor(s): Srikanta Patnaik (SOA University, India)
5 Volumes. ISSN: 2327-039X, EISSN: 2327-0403

MOST Book Series from
Springer
•

Modeling and Optimization in Science and Technologies
Series Editors: Patnaik, Srikanta, Sethi, Ishwar K., Li, Xiaolong

•
•

A Journey from Robot to Digital Human
High-Performance Computing Infrastructure for South
East Europe's Research Communities
Resource Management in Mobile Computing
Environments
Modeling and Processing for Next-Generation Big-Data
Technologies
Fundamentals of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

•
•
•

International Journal of Technological Learning, Innovation
and Development
Special Issue on: "Open Innovation Paradigm and University
Ecosystems in Developing and Emerging Economies“
Link: http://www.inderscience.com/info/ingeneral/cfp.php?id=2872
•

Guest Editor: Professor Srikanta Patnaik, SOA University, India

•
•
•
•
•

The challenge and opportunity of open innovation
Organising open innovation in the university ecosystem
Distributed innovation systems
Managing intellectual property
Opening the idea-creation process

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening the idea-selection process
Opening both idea generation and selection
Determining the right open innovation strategy
Generating and commercialising innovation
Role of university department in open innovation
Technoprenership
Technology transfer and corporate liaison
Framework and support by university grant commission towards open innovation

International Journal of Management and
Enterprise Development
Special Issue on: "ICT and Technoprenuership”
Link: http://www.inderscience.com/info/ingeneral/cfp.php?id=2786
•
•
•

•

•

•

Guest Editor: Prof. Srikanta Patnaik, SOA University, India
Subject Coverage
Smart education/learning: Aims to enhance smart thinking and enjoyment of fun
educational services through better information technology systems is the main objective.
Furthermore, to enhance learning capability, social skills and learning evaluation processes
are also essential, and should also be developed.
Smart transportation: Focuses on developing technologies for intelligent transport systems
(ITSs). Smart transportation systems apply electronic, communication, computer, control,
sensing and detection technology in all kinds of transportation in order to improve safety,
efficiency, service and traffic congestion through transmitting real-time information
Smart health: Aims to make it easier to monitor health improvement with self-medication
through mobile devices, and to interact and communicate your health condition with love
ones through accurate and ubiquitous services.
Multifunctional smart card: Design and development of a single card which is supported by
both IC (contact-based) and RF (non-contact-based) interfaces and has excellent security.
Development of various apps for multi-function smart cards which provide a high level of
security and which can be continually updated as technologies progress.
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research cool
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